
THE GRAFFITI CONSULTANTS 
 

CONSIDERATIONS 
 

NOTE: Please remember that the best way to implement many of 
these “Considerations” is to give them a try on a trial basis and see if 
they work for you.  We are always available to discuss why these 
should be considered and how to do it. 

 
ABATEMENT AND HOTLINE

• We were told that you currently have two standard paint colors (gray and 
white) that you use to remove graffiti from various objects.  Consider 
adding (if possible) another airless sprayer to the two graffiti vehicles.  This 
will let you paint over surfaces with these two colors quickly without having 
to clean out the system each time you want to change colors. 

• Currently, the hose for your airless sprayer is not connected to a reel.  
Consider adding a retractable reel (or two if you add an airless sprayer) to 
the two graffiti vehicles to save time. 

• One of the most important recommendations that we have made (see 
Recommendation A2) is to change your Ordinance to require owners of 
private property to maintain their property graffiti-free.  Until this is in 
place, consider having the Abatement Staff give a little extra paint to the 
owners, tenants or residents so they can be empowered to clean their 
own building right away if the graffiti reoccurs.  

• Currently, the size of the abatement staff does not meet the need.  If the 
budget ever allows for the expansion of the abatement staff, consider 
hiring someone so that the third graffiti vehicle is put to use daily to 
provide power wash services.  That vehicle can also carry white and gray 
paint as well as solvent to remove small graffiti that does not need to be 
power washed.  Side note: we always recommend hiring city staff instead 
of youth workers or a private graffiti-removing contractor. 

• You can put a big dent in the graffiti quickly if you have several city staff 
remove graffiti for a full day instead of working on their regular 
assignment.  Consider having a few special days throughout the year 
when many city staff remove graffiti for a whole day. 

• If other abatement personnel are added in the future, consider having 
their work schedule include weekends.  Most of the graffiti vandalism 
occurs on the weekends when no city staff is available to abate it. 

• Currently, the graffiti removal responsibilities are spread out among many 
departments.  This can create a gap in communication, standards, 
performance targets, reporting, etc.  Consider having all of these graffiti 



abatement staff be in the same unit or work hard to standardize their 
efforts, targets and reporting. 

• Power washing is an effective method for graffiti removal in some 
situations.  However it is very time consuming and many times leaves 
behind a “shadow”.  Currently, you are power washing many items that 
we believe could or should be painted – especially if it is an item that is a 
frequent target of graffiti vandals.  Consider using the power washer less 
and painting more. 

• The Graffiti Hotline process has some rough edges due to the lack of an 
appropriate database that does not allow you to track and measure 
data and also from a Hotline system that could use a complete overhaul.  
These will be discussed in more detail in Recommendations B1, B12 and 
B13.  However, we thought it was an important enough issue to mention it 
here as well.  Consider using a different Hotline and database system and 
also consider the following steps: 

o Call comes in – this can even be on a recorder/voicemail system.  
The important thing is that the caller be asked to give detailed 
information from the recorded message.  This will be on the 
electronic document flash drive.  The message should ask for the 
location/address of the graffiti, the item that was vandalized, the 
color of the item and the name and phone number of the reporting 
party.  If you get all of the information from the caller, the 
“scouting” that is currently done is not necessary and the time that 
is currently being used for “scouting” can be better used. 

o It is entered into the computer directly from the call 
o Each morning – print the work orders that have not been 

completed 
o Pass these work orders out to the abatement staff 
o Abatement staff removes the graffiti and fills in important data on 

the sheet (i.e.; number of tags abated, number of square feet 
abated, etc.).  This information is listed on the Recommendation 
page that is specific for the data base.  You will eventually use this 
information to tell you if you are meeting your performance 
measures. 

o Abatement staff gives office staff the completed sheets 
o Office staff enters the data into the computer to close the job 
o NOTE: These steps can only be followed when/if there is a change in 

the system that is currently in place for graffiti Hotline calls 
• Currently, the city does provide color-matching services with professional 

color-matching systems.  This is a terrific service but it takes longer than 
regular painting.  Surfaces should be painted with one of your standard 
colors instead of color-matched whenever possible to save time. 

• On pro-active work (routes) you can also lump all of the information into 
one page.  Consider having one job sheet that covers a whole section or 
route of pro-active work. 



• It is important to remove graffiti called into the Hotline because a member 
of the public is concerned with that specific vandalism.  Consider having 
one staff work on the Hotline every day until they complete all the jobs on 
the Hotline.  Do not have them stop and remove graffiti they see as they 
are traveling from one Hotline call to the next.  The second staff can be 
pro-actively removing graffiti in a strategic fashion. 

• Safety and environmental concerns should be an important part of any 
job.  Here are some safety and environmental ideas to consider: cone off 
the vehicle when it is parked in the right-of way, use secondary containers 
for hazardous materials and dispose of them properly, use and/or wear 
appropriate protective gear when painting and using solvent and make 
sure that the solvent that is used to break up the paint does not go down 
the storm drain when it is power washed off. 

 
COMMUNITY INVLOVEMENT

• Volunteers are great for cleaning graffiti off poles, utility boxes and signs 
with graffiti wipes or solvent.  However, they can also help you with some 
of the larger tags.  Consider giving paint, rollers and pans to motivated 
volunteers who also want to remove graffiti from concrete walls in 
neighborhoods. 

• Another organization that relies heavily on volunteers is Keep Omaha 
Beautiful.  Consider inviting them to the Graffiti Collaborative Partnership 
meeting and discuss volunteer opportunities that could be mutually 
beneficial. 

• Your residents have shown that they are ready, willing and able to help 
you as the great turnout of volunteers who filled sandbags demonstrates.  
You can continue the momentum that the sandbag effort has started by 
asking people to help you keep Omaha free of graffiti.  As you kick things 
into gear with your recruitment of volunteers, consider having all of your 
promotion materials translated into Spanish for those who need it.  

 
ENFORCEMENT

• It is important for residents to feel that the city is taking graffiti seriously.  
Consider making sure that the public continues to be encouraged to call 
911 when they see graffiti in progress. 

• To date, graffiti on construction sites has not been a problem.  However, if 
that changes, and the graffiti ends up on fences, equipment, trailers, etc., 
consider requiring these sites to remain graffiti-free.  The city inspectors 
can easily demand during their regular inspections that the construction 
site supervisor have the graffiti removed or face the consequences – a job 
shut down. 

• There seem to be some locations that might be good candidates for 
surveillance cameras in the hopes of detouring the graffiti in the first place 
or potentially catching the vandal.  When the budget allows, consider 



purchasing and installing a few surveillance cameras at graffiti plagued 
sites. 

• Currently, your CrimeStoppers program will give rewards for graffiti leads 
but little or no money has been paid out.  We believe strongly in this tool 
and you should consider really publicizing it in the high schools and middle 
schools. 

• There seems to be universal agreement that the judges are too lenient 
and inconsistent when it comes to graffiti cases (especially when it comes 
to requiring the vandal to pay restitution to the victim).  Consider (as was 
discussed during the Collaborative Partnership Social Session of our visit) 
initiating a “Court Watch” for graffiti cases – similar to actions that have 
proven successful for other issues. 

• The Omaha Police Department is doing a good job with their graffiti 
investigations.  They should keep the lines of communication open with 
the City Attorney’s Office.  The one thing that you should strongly consider 
is to have two (one at a minimum) of the Gang Officers work full-time on 
graffiti cases. 

• The police have begun working MO cases and should consider continuing 
to focus on MO cases as a priority. 

• The Nebraska State laws regarding graffiti could be stronger.  Consider 
asking your State Representatives to strengthen the Nebraska graffiti laws. 

 
PREVENTION 

• You have many attractive murals in your city.  From what we were told, 
each one was completed as its own separate project.  Consider 
developing a simple process through which all murals must go so the City 
can make sure that each mural is completed in accordance with the 
City’s criteria that you will want to establish. 

• We stated in the Anti-Graffiti Blueprint Report that several Prevention 
activities were in place and functioning well.  During the “Graffiti 
Alternatives for Young People” session, a welcome development took 
place.  The participants in that session decided that they wanted to 
continue to meet as a group.  We thought that this was a fantastic idea.  
Consider having the new Anti-Graffiti Program Supervisor coordinate and 
participate in this new Graffiti Prevention Group. 

• The participants of the “Graffiti Alternatives for Young People” session also 
expressed interest in exploring the possibility of initiating a program where 
young people design murals for utility boxes.  This is an exciting idea 
because it provides for the public recognition that most real young artists 
crave.  Consider a project where youth paint screens for utility boxes in 
the winter and install them in the spring. 

 
MISCELLANEOUS

• The Mayor is frequently invited to be a guest speaker at public meetings 
that cover a wide variety of topics.  To illustrate the Mayor’s commitment 



to wiping out graffiti, he should consider using every public speaking 
opportunity to promote your graffiti effort.  Use success stories, stats, and a 
“cry for volunteers” as your material.  Keep it short but sweet. 

• Budget constraints limit the staffing level for your Anti-Graffiti 
Program…even though additional staffing is needed.  Consider using 
college interns for anti-graffiti projects and assignments.  They could 
provide a great deal of no or low cost assistance. 

• You already have some good information that can be shared with the 
public regarding your graffiti program.  Consider printing a simple 
brochure to pass out to the public when appropriate – such as when you 
are recruiting volunteers. 

• It is important to keep the momentum going during the winter months that 
has been built up during the summer and fall.  Consider engaging in the 
following activities during the winter: recruiting volunteers at 
neighborhood association meetings, recruiting volunteers inside large 
stores and malls (with their permission), holding a graffiti volunteer 
recognition event, thorough cleaning, maintenance and repairs of 
vehicles and storage facilities and ordering of supplies for the spring and 
summer…among other traditional cold month activities. 

 
Remember that all of these “Considerations” can really help you 
with your effort against graffiti.  Please give these a try.  
Remember…it is not just one thing that you need to do to get rid of 
graffiti.  It’s the combination of lots and lots of things.  Good luck!   

 


